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Iluka Resources Limited

Sydney Light Rail Inner West Extension
Roche Mining (JR) Pty Ltd

Installation of Electrical & Communication Services including
Instrumentation for Mineral Separation Plant
Nilsen was contracted by John Holland to carry out
the complete electrical installation for the latest
November
2006 centre to the
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a result
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corridor; encourage sustainable and healthy travel
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options.

The project involved the electrical and instrumentation installation associated with

Nilsen commenced on site in March 2013 with a
the construction and commissioning of a mineral sands separation plant for Iluka
current competition date of June 2013 on the project.

Resources Limited at Hamilton, Victoria.

Nilsen’s scope of works include: the supply and
the projectservices
involved the installation of the following:
install of electricalIn
firesummary
and communications
to the Pyrmont depot building extension as well as all
• 8,650m
of cablenecessary
ladder; to
labour, plant, equipment
and materials
complete the electrical
services
installation
which
• 30,325m of steel conduit;
form part of the Pyrmont Depot. All of this must be
• 210,230m
cable;
completed with minimal
disruptionofdue
to the light rail
facility still being fully
operational.
• 6,002 cable terminations;

• 3,150 light fittings;
•
•
•

• 1,680 instruments and associated control cabling; and
Completion Date: June 2013
• 1200 distribution boards / control panels; and
Man Hours: 644
• 200,000 plus man=hours.
LTI’s: TBA
• A scope of works originally described through 70 drawings that expanded to greater
than 5,000 drawings by project end.
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Nilsen was an integral part of the massive workforce delivering the Iluka Project. The
project workforce peaked at approximately 700, which was a particularly challenging
Sydney
Light Rail Inner West Extension
undertaking for all contractors involved given the remote location, the demand within
the current market nationally for specialist resources and the industrial environment.
Roche Mining’s design was used for this industrial facility. The design was undertaken
on a by
progressive
basis,
barely
Nilsen was contracted
John Holland
to carry
out keeping ahead of the construction works. As a result of
this approach,
Nilsen
were able to play a major consultative role in the electrical and
the complete electrical
installation for
the latest
extension and upgrade
to the controldesign.
centre to the
instrumentation
Sydney Light Rail Line in Pyrmont. The Inner West
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to public Organisation and Skill Set
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Appropriate
transport and connections between where people
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provide
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Nilsen
identified
that thetokey to a successful outcome both from a delivery and
surrounding shopping
and
entertainment
financial perspective districts
was the deployment of a team of specialists who could deliver.
such as the Sydney Fish Markets, Star City, Paddy’s
Markets, Capitol Square and Leichhardt
A comprehensive Nilsen project organisation was established which
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reflected
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rail, busthe
and importance
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as the project to the business. At the core of that
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trains at Lewishamorganisation
and Dulwich Hill;
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Project
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• 1 full-time Estimator / Administrator;

• on
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Drawing
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Nilsen commenced
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2013 with
a
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of
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on
the
project.
• 1 full time OH&S Representative;
4 Foreman;
and
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Instrumentation
to the Pyrmont depot building extension as well as all
• These
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by an average of 55, and at the work peak by
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andkey
materials
necessary
to
complete the electrical
services
installation which
115
electricians.
form part of the Pyrmont Depot. All of this must be
completed with minimal
disruption
to the
light rail
This team
was due
further
supplemented
by the:
facility still being fully operational.
• Divisional Manager who was instrumental in ensuring IR and OH&S issues were
handled in an expeditious manner.

•
•
•

• A Systems Expert who designed and implemented systems especially for a project
Completion Date: June 2013
Man Hours: 644 of this size.
• A Communications Expert who designed the appropriate satellite communications
LTI’s: TBA
to ensure responsiveness of external support.
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• A Project Scheduler who assisted in setting up the appropriate scheduling systems.
• Contract
Specialists
who ensured
our contractual obligations were delivered.
Sydney
Light
Rail Inner
West that
Extension
Drawing Control System
Nilsen designed a drawing control system to manage the many changes to the original
design. The project commenced with approximately 70 drawings and by project end
Nilsen was contracted by John Holland to carry out
thereinstallation
were greater
than
5000 drawings. The Drawing Control System was that Nilsen
the complete electrical
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in undertaking
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project employs a proactive approach in seeking firstly to
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prevent
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secondly
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and
Design
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A significant task for Nilsen involved the ongoing review of electrical and
instrumentation
drawings
as they were produced throughout the project. This
Nilsen commenced
on site in March design
2013 with
a
ensured
compliance
relevant Australian Standards and that any constructibility
current competition
date of June
2013 onwith
the project.
and maintainability issues were identified as early as possible and appropriately
Nilsen’s scope of works include: the supply and
addressed.
install of electrical fire and communications services
to the Pyrmont depot building extension as well as all
Difficulties (e.g. access, environmental, client or design requirements)
labour, plant, equipment and materials necessary to
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which
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Depot. All of this must be
completed with minimal disruption due to the light rail
Unique
difficulties and issues related to the congested nature of the multiple work
facility still being fully
operational.

faces associated with a project with multiple critical paths. Again these were overcome
through significant planning effort by the Nilsen Team.
•
•
•

Completion Date: June 2013
Man Hours: 644
LTI’s: TBA
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Development of applications or processes and innovative alternatives,
practice or
supplies
to save
time Extension
or money or create a more aesthetically
Sydney
Light
Rail Inner
West
appealing or better result using alternative methods of installation
Due to the large number of cable terminations associated with this project, Nilsen
developed a mechanism aimed at improving the efficiency of this often time
consuming
Nilsen was contracted
by Johnprocess
Holland to carry out
the complete electrical installation for the latest
In addition,
an approach
extension and upgrade
to the control
centre to was
the developed where the Nilsen workforce was divided into a
number
of
specialist
teams
that focussed on the efficient execution of a single element
Sydney Light Rail Line in Pyrmont. The Inner West
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will:
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to
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Quality
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The
primary
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Nilsen is to provide products, services and processes that
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meet clients’
needs and expectations in the most cost effective manner.
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Coordination
of Project
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along
theProject
disuseddemanded
freight rail that component, particularly instrumentation, be installed
The
Iluka
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to meet the most stringent and exacting technical performance requirements.
options.

Quality of Workmanship (e.g. final appearance, minimisation of defects)

Nilsen commenced on site in March 2013 with a
current competition date of June 2013 on the project.
The Nilsen Team places significant emphasis on the quality of workmanship in

every
Not only does is reflect the professional values of the Nilsen
Nilsen’s scope of delivering
works include:
the project.
supply and
team,
but
it
is
also
seen
as
being fundamental to achieving the client’s objectives and
install of electrical fire and communications services
to the Pyrmont depot
building
extension
as
well
as
all Nilsen and many other players within the electrical
as a key differentiator between
labour, plant, equipment and materials necessary to
industry.
complete the electrical services installation which
form part of the Pyrmont Depot. All of this must be
Overall, these initiatives are just some examples of the dedication and ingenuity of
completed with minimal disruption due to the light rail
the operational.
Nilsen Team on this project. In summary, the Iluka Project continually provided
facility still being fully

•
•
•

an environment which demanded a flexible and enquiring approach, and encouraged
innovation and teamwork to deliver a project within a constantly changing and
challenging environment.
Completion Date: June 2013
Man Hours: 644
LTI’s: TBA
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Sydney
Light Rail Inner West Extension
Roche Mining (JR) Pty Ltd
Finalist – 2007 Victorian NECA Award, Industrial (Certificate of Commendation)
Nilsen was contracted by John Holland to carry out
the complete electrical installation for the latest
extension and upgrade to the control centre to the
Sydney Light Rail Line in Pyrmont. The Inner West
Light Rail Extension will: improve access to public
transport and connections between where people
live, work and visit; provide new connections to
surrounding shopping and entertainment districts
such as the Sydney Fish Markets, Star City, Paddy’s
Markets, Capitol Square and Leichhardt
Marketplace; allow passengers to easily
change between light rail, bus and bicycle, as well as
trains at Lewisham and Dulwich Hill; enhance local
access and amenity along the disused freight rail
corridor; encourage sustainable and healthy travel
options.
Nilsen commenced on site in March 2013 with a
current competition date of June 2013 on the project.
Nilsen’s scope of works include: the supply and
install of electrical fire and communications services
to the Pyrmont depot building extension as well as all
labour, plant, equipment and materials necessary to
complete the electrical services installation which
form part of the Pyrmont Depot. All of this must be
completed with minimal disruption due to the light rail
facility still being fully operational.

•
•
•

Completion Date: June 2013
Man Hours: 644
LTI’s: TBA

